
 
DEFENDING YOUR OWN END OF THE RINK  WITH “PRESSURE” 

The best offensive teams at every level in hockey play with “pressure” in the offensive zone 
(OZ).  These teams demonstrate the ability to advance the puck to the net from the following 
positions: 

• Off the rush entering the zone, 

• Off the set up in the zone from a dump and recovery (hard rim, soft dump and chip 
around a D player),  

• From the hash marks, below the goal line and behind the net, 

• From up top, 

• From middle ice in the HOUSE, 

• Down low in any position off the cycle. 

The best offensive teams aren’t satisfied playing on the perimeter in the OZ because they're 
interested in scoring goals and that isn't likely going to happen from the perimeter.  These teams 
have been coached to move their feet (almost never stationary) and create speed off the rush 
and down low and make man coverage a significant challenge for a defending team.  The 
playing with pressure is visible because the constant movement of players and the puck is 
obvious to those who watch.  Players without the puck are taught to drive open lanes in the 
zone between defenders to the net to set passing lane options for the puck carrier.  The well-
coached offensive teams will outnumber on the strong (puck) side of the ice and create odd 
man coverage situations and work three on two and two on one situations and be always on the 
move. 

The coaches focused on developing players know that the best teams play in the offensive zone 
with pressure.  These coaches know that elite hockey is about taking away time and space.  So, 
offensively the strategy is to teach and coach offensive tactics played with pressure to create 
time and space and make defending more difficult.  In order to defend against strong offensive 
teams that play with pressure to create time and space one must teach and coach playing 
defence with pressure to limit time and space with the puck-it’s easy to say but difficult to 
accomplish.  Playing defence is hard work and most coaches face a challenge from players who 
are more interested in playing with the puck than without the puck.  The culture is set by the 
coach so if you're interested in playing with pressure and being aggressive with speed and 
playing the body then expect the journey might not be easy but if accomplished will be 
rewarding for both players and coaches. 

The teaching and coaching of playing defence with “pressure” in the DZ is an important subject 
because it affects the player development process of competitive minor hockey players.  
Competitive minor hockey should be focused on the development of young hockey players and 
preparing these young players to play at higher levels of competitive hockey.  Every year in the 
development process it is safe to say the players get bigger, stronger and faster.  As coaches 
we must provide these players with the individual skills to be able to play at the higher levels 
and these players must be capable of competing and performing the following tasks: 
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• Playing body-stick-puck to separate an offensive player from the puck, 

• Cover man on man and know when to transition from zone to man coverage and 
possibly back to zone, 

• Take away ice from a puck carrier with proper angling and the ability to pressure up and 
deny access to middle ice, 

• Block shots and passing lanes in the zone, 

• Create forced turnovers as an individual and member of a group of players, 

• Use the body and stick in an athletic posture to win one on one battles on the boards 
and in open ice, 

• Play individually and as a member of a group to execute the roles necessary to be 
defensively responsible in the DZ. 

The following is a list of subjects our TLPF Program on defending with pressure will cover but 
not limited to: 

• How and when to apply pressure in the DZ, 

• Pressure reads and importance of setting up the structure to defend with speed (quick 
reaction), 

• Outnumbering on the strong (puck) side importance with roles and responsibilities of the 
players, 

• Not getting outnumbered by the offensive team, 

• How the structure of defending works; the expanding and collapsing of the structure and 
movement of the structure in defending from different puck locations in the zone, 

• How to force turnovers as a group within the structure. 

• Exiting the zone off the structure and strong side pressure, 

• Individual skills and group skills of defending; such as swivel heads, playing body-stick-
puck, pressuring up, starts and stops, blocking shots and passing lanes, boxing out and 
playing d-side of the puck and man you goal and taking your man to the net with proper 
technique, 

• Importance of goals, objectives and measuring performance of the players and the 
coaching, 

• The tactics of strong offensive teams that play with pressure that you must be able to 
defend against. 

The TLPF program on defending with pressure will be supported with teaching documents, play 
animation and video clips to support the teaching and coaching of the concepts.  The subject 
will be posted on our TLPF PROGRAM page. 
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